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Key Takeaways
Network Security Starts And Ends With 
Visibility
Zero Trust gives you unprecedented visibility into 
your digital business, from network packets to 
applications. visibility, detection, and prevention 
work together to secure your firm’s most sensitive 
and valuable data assets.

Zero Trust Networks Have Breach Detection In 
Their DNA
The fundamental architecture of a Zero Trust 
network intercepts information in transit, inspects 
it, and deals with it according to rules that you’ve 
established. The continuous verification that Zero 
Trust structures build into your network allows 
security pros to detect breaches much faster than 
they would in traditional hierarchical networks, 
most often stopping them before intrusion occurs.

Zero Trust Strategy Drives Technology 
Adoption, Not The Other Way Around
The concept and practices of Zero Trust are 
composed of a focused and concise strategy. 
often in cybersecurity, security professionals are 
motivated by the bells and whistles of a particular 
tool or technology. The decision to implement a 
Zero Trust network should instead be driven by 
achieving a strategic goal first and then deciding 
what technical assets fit that plan: Decide to work 
toward Zero Trust, then look for tech that meets 
your strategy.

Why read This report
in response to increasingly complex cyberattacks, 
security pros are devoting resources to granular 
aspects of their networks. This is understandable 
and necessary to a degree, but it’s also a great 
way to lose sight of your ultimate goal: protecting 
customers and empowering the business. Zero 
Trust networks accomplish the dual tasks of 
deep, continuous data inspection across the 
network and lean operation and oversight — 
tasks that seem mutually exclusive in traditional 
networks. This report highlights the eight most 
significant ways Zero Trust boosts security and 
your business.
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Business Case: The Zero Trust Security Playbook

Security as usual is Bad Security and Bad for Business

Traditionally, the security team had no active role in conversations about organizational sustainability, 
revenue, profits, and executive competence. Those days are long gone, however, and security leaders 
need only look to the fallout from recent business and government cyberattacks for confirmation 
(see figure 1).1 in late 2017, equifax’s megabreach forced the Ceo, Cio, and CiSo to resign.2 on 
July 29, 2019, Capital one, a top 10 uS bank, announced that over 100 million accounts had been 
compromised by an attacker, leading to a class action lawsuit the following day.3 These cyberattacks, 
breaches, and privacy abuses draw attention to: 1) the vulnerability of today’s organizations to 
business- and brand-altering security failures and 2) the business’ dependence on security outcomes.
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fIGUrE 1 notable Hacks of The Past year

Corporation

T-Mobile

British 
Airways

Facebook

Chegg

Google

Marriott

Date made public

August 2018

September 2018

September 2018

September 2018

October 2018

December 2018

Industry

Telecommuni-
cations

Transportation

Social media

Educational 
tech

Tech

Hotel

Impact

T-Mobile said that more than 2 million people 
may have had their information stolen. T-Mobile 
alerted affected customers with text message 
noti�cations, informing them that hackers had 
accessed the names, billing ZIP codes, phone 
numbers, email addresses, account numbers, 
and account types of some customers.

A large-scale hack on the British Airways 
website and mobile app compromised 380,000 
passengers’ personal identifying information as 
well as �nancial information. As a result, the 
Information Commissioner’s Of�ce (ICO), a data 
security watchdog in the UK, �ned British 
Airways €183 million.

Nearly 50 million Facebook accounts were 
compromised by an attack in which attackers 
stole access tokens that allow users to stay 
logged into Facebook over multiple browsing 
sessions without entering their password every 
time.

Chegg reported to the SEC that it had 
discovered a security breach affecting over 40 
million users. The attacker gained access to 
user names, email addresses, shipping 
addresses, and chegg.com passwords.

Up to 500,000 Google+ accounts were 
potentially affected by a software bug in the 
Google+ social network that exposed user 
information such as name, email address, 
occupation, gender, and age.

Hackers had access to reservation systems of 
many of Marriott’s hotel chains for four years, 
exposing the details of 500 million users’ travel 
arrangements, names, addresses, phone 
numbers, email addresses, passport numbers, 
dates of birth, and gender. For some, they also 
stole payment card numbers and expiration 
dates.
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fIGUrE 1 notable Hacks of The Past year (Cont.)

Corporation

Quora

Dow Jones

Facebook

Georgia Tech

Facebook

Bodybuilding.
com

Date made public

December 2018

March 2019

March 2019

April 2019

April 2019

April 2019

Industry

Website

Finance

Social media

Education

Social media

Website

Impact

An adversary gained access to Quora’s systems 
and stole the account data of approximately 
100 million users. That includes personally 
identi�able information, as well as details about 
the actions of users on Quora itself, and data 
from other sites users linked to Quora accounts.

Due to an incorrectly con�gured and unsecured 
Elasticsearch database, a Dow Jones watchlist 
was publicly leaked containing more than 2.4 
million individuals and organizations that its 
clients should consider “high-risk.”

Hundreds of millions of Facebook users had 
their account passwords stored in plain text and 
which were searchable by more than 20,000 
Facebook employees.

An unknown outside entity accessed a central 
database. Potentially affecting 1.3 million 
current and former students, faculty, and staff 
members at Georgia Tech, the exposed 
information included names, addresses, Social 
Security numbers, and birthdates.

More than 540 million records about Facebook 
users were publicly exposed on Amazon’s cloud 
computing servers.

Hackers used the data they obtained from an 
employee phishing email to access the 
company’s network, potentially accessing 
customer details including name, email 
address, billing/shipping addresses, phone 
number, order history, and anything included on 
pro�le for its 9 million users.
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fIGUrE 1 notable Hacks of The Past year (Cont.)

Corporation

Quest/
Labcorp

Capital One

Poshmark

Date made public

June 2019

July 2019

August 2019

Industry

Healthcare

Finance

Fashion 
platform

Impact

A third-party data breach involving their vendor 
American Medical Collection Agency may have 
exposed the sensitive personal information of 
about 12 million customers. This includes credit 
card numbers, bank account information, 
medical details, and personal identity and 
contact details to include Social Security 
numbers.

A former Amazon employee was arrested and 
accused of carrying out a massive theft of 106 
million Capital One records. This included 
140,000 Social Security numbers, 1 million 
Canadian Social Insurance numbers, and 
80,000 bank account numbers, in addition to an 
undisclosed number of people’s names, 
addresses, credit scores, credit limits, balances, 
and other information.

Pro�le information, including names and user 
names, gender, and city data was taken by an 
“unauthorized third party.” Email addresses, 
size preferences, and scrambled passwords 
were also taken.

The eight Business and Security Benefits of Zero Trust

The Zero Trust Model of information security mitigates both attackers’ ability to penetrate your network 
and their ability to wreak havoc on it.4 unlike traditional network infrastructures, Zero Trust enables 
the business while adapting the firm’s security architecture to support new user populations (e.g., 
employees, partners, customers, and patients), customer engagement models, rapid cloud adoption, 
and new ioT devices and sensors. The model’s effectiveness and efficiency are why more and more 
organizations are choosing to adopt Zero Trust for their next-generation security architectures.5 There 
are numerous business and security benefits of deploying Zero Trust networks, but eight deserve the 
most focus.
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Business Case: The Zero Trust Security Playbook

No. 1: It Improves Network Visibility, Breach Detection, And Vulnerability management

on September 7, 2017, equifax revealed that it had suffered a massive security breach in which 
hackers stole the personal data of 143 million consumers.6 The company discovered the breach on 
July 29 — months after the hackers had gained access to its critical systems and consumer data.7 
unfortunately, equifax is not alone in this: in breach after breach, we learn that it took weeks and 
months for security teams to detect the intrusion. With Zero Trust, security pros can:

 › Inspect all network traffic for malicious activity. With Zero Trust, someone is watching; more 
specifically, your systems are watching, and continuous inspection is inherent to your network’s 
Dna. in a Zero Trust network, security pros segment the network into microperimeters based on 
data sensitivity and place security controls as close as possible to the data itself — not out on the 
edge of the network. as a result, security controls, such as next-generation firewalls (nGfWs), not 
only enforce the segmentation but inspect all data flow. This ability to inspect all network traffic 
and packets through layer 7 (the application layer) provides security operations teams with visibility 
that would otherwise not exist.8 There are also software-based solutions for microsegmentation 
from vendors such as edgewise networks, illumio, and vMware that create secure zones in hybrid 
environments down to the workload level without requiring a hardware appliance.9

 › Prevent or limit the damage of data breaches. visibility is the key to defending any valuable 
asset. you can’t protect the invisible. The more visibility you have into your network across your 
business ecosystem, the better chance you have to quickly detect the telltale signs of a breach 
in progress and to stop it. Today, many firms fail to detect an in-progress breach for weeks, even 
months, unable to limit the damage. in fact, in many instances, a third party (a customer, partner, or 
government agency) informs the firm of the breach. according to the fireeye M-Trends 2019 report, 
the median time to discover a breach is 78 days.10 When cybercriminals remain undetected, they 
have unfettered access to steal as much customer and intellectual property as possible, increasing 
the scope, scale, and cost of the breach remediation.

 › Limit the pain of vulnerability management issues. one of the most common avenues for exploit 
that results in a breach stems from outdated patches and poor vulnerability management. When 
networks and technology are developing and spreading as fast as they are in today’s businesses, 
it’s nearly impossible to keep ahead of the onslaught of vulnerabilities that lead to exploits. 
embracing a Zero Trust strategy and implementation keeps the network segmented and isolates 
areas of concern into manageable chunks. it enables the network and security teams to be more 
tactical in their patching and vulnerability management protocols. This is critical considering that 
software exploits are the primary method of external attack: in 2018, over 16,500 vulnerabilities 
were added to the national vulnerability database.11 Doing this one thing better can vastly improve 
the protections that your networks need to be safer and reduce the risk of future breaches.12
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No. 2: It Stops malware Propagation

Zero Trust networks have an inherent ability to stop the spread of malware. in a traditional network, 
malware travels through the existing routing and switch architecture, typically guided by a malicious 
actor through the command and control (C&C) channel. Malware typically requires a human being on 
the other side of the C&C connection to guide the malware through the network — but not always. The 
WannaCry ransomware and its derivatives affected organizations in more than 150 countries, including 
the uS city of atlanta, which was paralyzed for more than a week, eventually costing $17 million in 
mitigation and recovery.13 With Zero Trust, security pros can:

 › Prevent malware propagation between critical systems. in a Zero Trust network, security pros 
create microperimeters around specific data types, assets, services, and applications, making 
it harder for malware to propagate.14 each microperimeter uses microsegmentation software or 
hardware-based security controls such as a nGfW to enforce segmentation and inspect the 
traffic. This prevents the easy spread of malware. for example, assume an employee, partner, 
or contractor in your network clicks on a phishing link. That malware would have more difficulty 
moving into a Zero Trust network than a traditional one, because each microperimeter requires 
layer 7 inspection of all inbound traffic. inspection will trigger alerts on potentially malicious traffic 
if certain rules/thresholds are met. Because traditional networks typically just use layer 3 firewalls, 
they lack the full packet visibility to stop the advanced threat traffic that firms face. additionally, 
Zero Trust network rules are more granular and thus more likely to stop malicious activity.

 › Prevent malware propagation between users and critical systems. Malware can still enter 
a Zero Trust network, and many security pros worry about it originating from well-intentioned 
employees. Let’s say an employee brings a corrupted uSB drive from home and plugs it into one 
of your corporate machines, infecting that machine. if you have a Zero Trust network, it would be 
difficult for the malware to propagate from that machine to a machine in another microperimeter. 
There would be no outbound rules allowing malware to connect to its C&C channel or move out of 
the microperimeter into the heart of the network.

in 2016, Banner Health suffered a breach of 3.7 million records from patients, health plan members, 
café customers, and healthcare providers. The breach began with a PoS compromise in the café, 
but the attackers were then able to access protected health information (PHi).15 in a Zero Trust 
network, security teams would segment any device or network into its own microperimeters to 
prevent malware from jumping to other segments.

No. 3: It reduces Both Capital And Operational Expenditures On Security

your old, 20th-century network is likely a mess, and you have spent a tremendous amount of money 
adding controls to patch holes and manage its complexity. This strategy used to be called “defense in 
depth,” but in practice it became “expense in depth” — an exercise wherein more and more appliances 
and software are layered onto one another with the hope of blindly preventing unknown threats. This is a 
poor strategy for protecting specific data and the applications using it. With Zero Trust, security pros can:
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 › Consolidate multiple, disparate security controls from across the network. Technological 
advancements mean that security pros have the option to consolidate multiple security 
functions into a single platform such as a nGfW. Security pros frequently use nGfWs to enforce 
microperimeters in Zero Trust environments. This translates into significant cost savings as multiple 
security controls are brought together into a single virtual or physical appliance. nGfWs combine 
traditional stateful firewall capabilities, advanced intrusion prevention functionality, and advanced 
malware analysis features into a single solution with a single management console.

 › reduce management costs. in addition to centralizing the location of security tools, Zero Trust 
also reduces expenditures by centralizing security management. in a traditional network, each 
security control has its own management interface or consoles, so operational, maintenance, and 
training costs soar. By reducing the number and types of controls, Zero Trust reduces the number 
of management consoles the network needs. Security employees spend less time on management 
and more on substantive security activities. remember, hackers don’t accommodate for “change 
management.” They will take over your network as quickly and completely as they can, and it’s 
your security team’s responsibility to respond with strength and agility.16

No. 4: It reduces The Scope And Cost Of Compliance Initiatives

Segmenting your network typically reduces the scope of compliance initiatives for your organization 
because many regulations only have certain data types in scope. a good example is PCi, which states, 
“Without adequate network segmentation (sometimes called a ‘flat network’), the entire network is in 
the scope of the PCi DSS assessment.”17 With Zero Trust, security pros can:

 › reduce the scope of industry regulations. The Payment Card industry Data Security Standard 
(PCi DSS) set a de facto standard: once a network has been properly segmented, only the relevant 
network segment is in scope for a given regulation. Zero Trust networks are segmented by default: 
Segmentation of the network at layers 2 through 7 is a design paradigm of Zero Trust. in addition, 
Zero Trust networks go beyond vLans for segmentation, frequently using physical or virtual 
security controls for enforcement.

 › Ease the pains of compliance audits. The concise logic of a Zero Trust network facilitates audits: 
Most audit requirements focus on remediating the shortcomings of hierarchical network structures 
and, thus, are not applicable to Zero Trust networks. one enterprise tech firm CiSo told us that 
the Zero Trust network he had deployed “is fairly easy for an auditor to conceptualize.” His internal 
auditors had reviewed the network and had no audit findings that year. This is because the network 
was properly segmented, and the scope of the audit was smaller and less complex. Many of the 
things auditors look for are inherent to Zero Trust.18
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No. 5: It Eliminates Intersilo finger-Pointing

in almost every technology organization, Cios have numerous silos: network teams, operations teams, 
storage teams, computing/virtualization teams, application development teams, security teams, and so 
on. each has a different set of priorities and incentives that drive them and that naturally conflict with 
the drivers for other teams. This becomes most noticeable when incidents such as network downtime 
occur. Suddenly, the veneer of interteam cooperation is stripped away. That’s when the finger-
pointing starts. The network team blames security, and security blames networking. Zero Trust forces 
technology organizations to break down the barriers between various teams. With Zero Trust, security 
pros can:

 › foster close relationships with other technology teams. a result could be that networking and 
security teams focus on secure networking instead of on their individual domains. When WestJet 
began its Zero Trust journey, it found that breaking down interdepartmental silos was a significant and 
unexpected outcome of its Zero Trust deployment. The company built a center of excellence (Coe) 
that required collaboration between various teams to solve technical and business problems using 
Zero Trust processes and design. a representative stated: “The purpose of the Coe was to serve as 
a resource for technical ideas and knowledge sharing. This group helped build a bridge between the 
architects and the implementers, as well as between the different silos of technology management.”

 › Break down interdepartmental silos. a Zero Trust network inevitably leads to more cooperation 
and less finger-pointing, since the visibility and transparency of the solution provides significant 
insight into any issues that might arise. By breaking down their traditionally siloed approach, 
organizations can become more agile and develop a more mature technology management structure.

No. 6: It Increases Data Awareness And Insight

Just as your Zero Trust network will give you visibility into potential threat traffic, it can give you insight 
into your data and how it moves on your network. Because Zero Trust allows you to see everything 
inside your network’s packets, you can detect the types of data in transit and track their journey in your 
network.19 With Zero Trust, security pros can:

 › Support data privacy initiatives. in the pursuit of customer loyalty, data security and privacy have 
taken on new importance because they underpin trusted customer relationships.20 as customers 
have become increasingly sensitive to how firms collect, store, and use their Pii, governments 
around the world have responded with tough privacy regulations. The penalty for the eu’s 
General Data Protection regulation (GDPr) is an eye-watering 4% of a firm’s global turnover.21 
on the other side of the atlantic, the united States federal Trade Commission (fTC), in July of 
2019, fined facebook $5 billion for repeated privacy violations. The ability to map sensitive data 
flows throughout your business ecosystem can help you identify not only threats to the data but 
violations of privacy law (e.g., transferring or storing Pii in a non-eu country) and the potential for 
privacy abuses (e.g., sharing data in an unapproved manner with a third party).
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 › Accurately inventory and classify sensitive data. Too often, security leaders set data policies 
without a clear understanding of feasibility and purpose within their business because they 
themselves are in the dark about their data — from what data they have to where it resides. 
However, discovering data can be very difficult. for security teams embarking on a data discovery 
and classification journey, the visibility and sight into the transmission and usage of your firm’s 
most sensitive data can help significantly uplift data security programs. When you know what you 
have and where it is, you can develop the right policies and target your strongest security controls 
such as encryption to that data (see figure 2).22

fIGUrE 2 Zero Trust networks are Data-Centric

Public

Internal

Con�dential

No. 7: It Stops The Exfiltration Of Sensitive Data Into The Hands Of malicious Actors

Many security professionals confuse the terms breach and intrusion. an intrusion occurs when a 
nonapproved entity enters, or intrudes upon, the network. an intrusion is not a breach. a breach 
is a term of art defined by legal entities and regulations. a breach occurs when sensitive data (Pii 
of customers or employees, regulated data, intellectual property) is exfiltrated from your networks 
or systems into the hands of malicious actors. Breaches are significant because of the business 
consequences. Top executives from major organizations such as Bangladesh Bank, Sony, and 
Target have been forced to resign as a result of breaches. The director of the uS office of Personnel 
Management resigned after the breach of more than 20 million records on government employees, 
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contractors, and others.23 The cost of these breaches is exorbitant, as well, totaling well into the billions 
of dollars. The settlement with the fTC alone cost equifax $575 million.24 Zero Trust is designed to stop 
data exfiltration. With a Zero Trust network, security pros can:

 › Protect the firm’s intellectual property and future revenues. When cybercriminals exfiltrate 
intellectual property, such as designs, formulas, road maps, and corporate strategy, it can lead to 
millions in lost revenues or even a permanent erasure of competitive advantage when competitors 
bring cheaper knock-offs to market.25 it can also undermine long-term corporate strategy when 
competitors suddenly compete for acquisition targets. in 2019, 33% of security decision makers 
at firms that had experienced a breach in the preceding 12 months reported that intellectual 
property may have been compromised.26 Codan, a metal detection and mining technology firm, 
had to cut prices on its metal detectors after hackers stole its designs and flooded the market with 
imitations.27 Hackers stole sensitive information about Coca-Cola’s potential $2.4 billion acquisition 
of China Huiyuan Juice Group.28

 › Protect customers from the emotional and financial toll of a breach. Behind every breached 
customer record or incident of privacy abuse is someone who has to deal with the aftermath. 
Depending on what Pii was involved, people will have to close and reopen financial accounts, reset 
all of their passwords, work with credit agencies to ensure their credit scores remain unaffected, 
etc. Complex identity theft can be much more painful to untangle, especially when criminals use Pii 
to commit tax or medical fraud. firms need to have robust breach response plans in place to deal 
with incidents responsibly and in a way that puts customers first, but it’s far better to prevent the 
breach in the first place and spare your customers the anxiety and distress.29 Customer frustration 
can also lead to years of class action lawsuits. verizon paid $350 million less than its original 
offering to purchase yahoo following yahoo’s data breaches; in addition, verizon required yahoo to 
split the cost of legal liabilities stemming from the breaches.30

No. 8: It Enables Digital Business Transformation

Today’s digital business has no defined perimeter; your digital business lives everywhere your 
customers connect, your employees or partners interact with your services, and your data is used. 
as we extend our businesses into the cloud, outfit our retail locations with beacons, and digitize 
our physical environments with internet-of-things (ioT) components, a perimeter-based approach to 
security is completely ineffective — one could argue even negligent.31 Zero Trust allows security pros to:

 › Become a partner in digital transformation. in a perimeter-based approach to security, the 
security team earned a reputation as paranoid custodians because once they allowed access 
into the corporate perimeter in support of a new cloud service, partner, or customer engagement 
model, they were opening a door or connection to the entire corporate network. in a Zero 
Trust network where the security team has segmented apps and data into secure enclaves or 
microperimeters, security pros can quickly support new services with the appropriate granular 
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privileges and data protection without inhibiting existing business and employee productivity. for 
example, WestJet was able to actualize its goal of increasing agility because its Zero Trust network 
made it easier to connect or adjust services.32

 › Accelerate the adoption of IoT. Most ioT devices are connected to a network, which may be 
segregated but may also communicate with the firm’s corporate network or the internet. using 
these connections, hackers can launch large-scale attacks against the firm’s own infrastructure 
and on other firms’ resources.33 With Zero Trust network segmentation plus explicit permissions, 
security pros can manage the risks of device proliferation. Proper segmentation and visibility 
provide telemetry that helps to categorize devices, expected operational parameters, and 
anomalies. Segmenting devices based on function (such as PoS terminals versus medical imaging 
machines) can reduce the ioT attack surface.34

as the CiSo of a major uS hospital lamented: “How can i implement a security policy for a 
connected medical device when i don’t manage or control it? all i know is i have a big black hole 
in my network. i have knife-wielding robots, radiation, nuclear, and drug dispensers, all on my 
network — high-powered stuff that i own but don’t manage.”
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